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Quality
Our products are of superior
quality in terms of design, service 
and materials that we use to 
execute projects.

Innovation
Our urban furniture holds
innovative solutions to meet
your contemporary technical
needs.

Ecosystem
Once installed, all our 
products create an intelligent
ecosystem through their 
means of communication and
aesthetic coherence.

Connectivity
All of our products are
equipped with wireless
connectivity technologies.
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The advanced urban furniture from Humanity-Tech offers intelligent anchoring solutions 
that promote dynamism in interaction and responsible consumption between users and 
businesses. We provide a package that presents a stylish and comfortable resting area, 
offering mobile device charging, wireless connectivity powered by our partners and the 
ability to interact with media content on an advertising screen. Our offering is presented
to sponsor partners during various events held indoors or outdoors, which can take place
throughout the year.

Innovative projects

Applications

Connected bench

Kairos

Mobile phone
charging

station

Arch

Tourist
kiosk

City Suburb Park Factory Events Rental Portal access

Rent

Station

Rent
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Description
The Kairos product family offers a 
real-time location system (RTLS) that
enables the tracking of devices within
indoor environments. These products 
are also fully configurable, serving
purposes such as ensuring worker 
health and safety, asset tracking and
floor planning within factories.

Places of usePl f
The system can be used in various
fields such as construction and
manufacturing environments.

d benchCCoonnnneected

Description
Lightweight and compact, itt is madade e
from durable and eco-frienddly
materials. The Humanity-Teech 
bench doesn't rust; it comess with a
5-year warranty and a usefuul lifespaan n
of nearly 25 years. The integgrated
LEDs on the bench can servve as 
safety features for pedestriaans
during both the evening andd night 
time. They can also be custtomized 
acaccocordrdiningg toto tthehe pproromomoteter'r sss s
preferences and wishes. Indductive 
(Q ) g g g y(Qi) charging is also highly 
appreciated by users.

Places of use
The bench is primarily used in cities,
parks and gathering spaces. It can 
also be rented and utilized during 
various events.

Kairos

Recycled PVC

Interactive LEDs

USB-C charging

Water-resistant

Interactive LEDs

QI charging

Customizable
color

Customizable
appearance
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Description
The arch is an intelligent structure tha
monitors the entrances and exits of an
area. It also enables the display of 
advertising messages or simply 
informative messages. It's also
possible to customize it for tourism
information or other purposes on the 
metal panels.

Places of usePlaces of use
The arch can be positioned at multiple
entrances where passages take place
such as parks and event venues.
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Sensor

Screen

Interactive LEDs

Customizable
panel
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Interactive LEDs

Sensor

Touch screen

Robust materials



Description
The mobile phone charging station
allows the safe charging of portable
devices. Six lockers are available on
each side of the product. Users can
lock them with their own security code 
to ensure the safety of their device.

Places of usePl f
The product can be used in various
locations such as colleges, universities,
parks, shopping malls or wherever you
desire. It can also be rented and used
for temporary interactive events.

Station

Description
The station serves as the control po
for a connected urban environment.
will act as an access center for all 
connected elements in the vicinity,
whether they are based on 
Humanity-Tech technology or
elements provided by external
sources. The system is fully 
configurable.

Places of usePlaces of use
The station can be installed in place
where public transportation is availa
making it ideal to position it in both
urban and suburban areas.

Cell phone
charging stationcharging station
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Sensor

Touch screen

Recharge

Computer

Customizable
appearance
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QI charging

Sensor

Screen

Interactive LEDs

Customizable
appearance



Portal control
For products that have one or more
screens, you can easily manage the 
display yourself through the 
Humanity-Tech portal. You can also 
customize your products individually 
according to your preferences and 
needs.

Advanced date
collection

In addition to being able to visualize
data in real-time, it is possible to gather
data over a longer period and determine 
a more precise pattern of usage. By 
having more than one product, we can
also identify points of interest for users 
within a predefined area.

Real-time viewing
For most Humanity-Tech products, it is possible to have a 
real-time visual representation of the usage of peripherals. 
Various data points can be visualized, such as the presence
on the product and the utilization of its functions. 
Additionally, for some products, it is possible to illustrate the 
flow of traffic around the product and determine usage
trends.

The illustration will change based on the current use of the
product, for example, the presence of people, the status of 
lights, and the use of phone charging stations.

Portail Humanity-Tech
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Arch 001 Humanity-Tech
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of passersby are
detexted between
11 a.m. and 2 p.m.

30%
of the interactions
were detected on 
October 10, 2023

42%

Internal
temperature

Update

Status online

Octobre 17, 2023 at
08:32:30

Consumption

Temperature

Humidity

atmospheric 
pressure

Screen brightness

LED brightness

Real-time arche activity

Equipment name: Arch 001 Period : Oct 10. 2023 to Oct 17. 2023

Statistics for the 
period

Statistics

Total number of
passersby

Total number of
interactions

Average interaction 
time

Period : Oct 10. 2023 to Oct 17. 2023

Other real-time
 statistics

Period: Oct 10. 2023 to Oct 17. 2023

Period: Oct 10. 2023 to Oct 17. 2023

The best usage day

On October 10, 2023, recorded the busiest day with 123 passages!
On October 10, 2023, recorded the day with the longest interaction time, totaling 0 hours, 8 minutes and 15 seconds.

Daily usage for the period

Passersby Interactions

Period: Oct 10. 2023 to Oct 17. 2023Total hourly usage for the period

Passersby Interactions

Advertisements displayed on the equipment
The advertisements are synchronized with the equipment

Drag and drop the ads to add or remove them from the display

Display advertisement Manage the image bank

Displaying 1 to 10 out of 12 advertisements



1000, rue de l ’Express, Terrebonne (Québec) Canada  J6W 6K9

(514) 894 - 8007  info@humanity-tech.com
www.humanity-tech.com


